
TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

9/Jul/18 DAY-01 MON

Straight lines :- (6 x 2 = 12) definitions of 

inclination, slope , angle between lines 

conditions for parallel and perpedicular 

lines different forms of equations of 

lines,related problems  

Quadratic equations(10x1=10) roots, 

relation between roots and coefficients

VECTORS(3 x 2 = 6):- Types of vectors, 

representantion and angle between the vectors, 

resolution of vectors, addition and subtraction of 

vectors

HEAT & THERMODYNAMICS(4x1=4):- 

Measurement of temperature, thermal 

expansion of solids.

Atomic Structure (7x2=14):- 

Subatomic particles, disconvery of electron, 

charge to mass ratio of electron, discovery of 

proton’s and neutron’s  Atomic models-

Rutherfords nuclear model of atom, Isotopes, 

Isobars atomic number & mass numbers

Periodic Table (2x1=2)

##### DAY-02 TUE

Normal form of the line, related concepts 

, symmetric form, parametric equations 

and related problems 

Quadratic identity , transformed equations 

, condition for common root. related 

problems

Problems discussion  on Parallelogram law, 

triangle law, polygon law

Measurement of temperature, thermal 

expansion of solids.

Developments to the Bohr’s model, atomic 

spectra, Hydrogen spectra-Related Problems

Periodic Table (2x1=2)

##### DAY-03 WED
Concurrent lines properties , foot and 

image concepts and related problems   

Nature of roots and properties of roots of 

Q.E,related problems, Change in sign of 

Quadratic expressions

Condition for vectors to be in same plane, Scalar 

multiplication, dot and cross products 

Application of thermal expansion of 

solids, Thermal expansion of liquids

Quantum mechanical consideration subatomic 

particles , dual behaviour of matter, Heisenbergs  

uncertainty principle, Schrodinger’s wave 

equation –related problems

General Organic Chemistry (14x 1=14):- 

General introduction , tetravalenay of carbon, 

shapers of organic compounds, structural 

representation of Organic compounds, 

classification of Organic compounds

##### DAY-04 THU

Angle between lines related conditions , 

Perpendicular distance from poit to line, 

distance between parallel lines 

etc..,related problems

Maximum and minimum values of 

Quadratic expressions ,related problems

KINEMATICS & MOTION IN A STRAIGHT LINE(3 x 

2 = 6):- Rest and motion, distance and 

displacement, average speed and average velociy 

instantaneous speed and velocity, Average and 

instantaneous acceleration

Application of thermal expansion of 

solids, Thermal expansion of liquids

Wave mechanical model, schrodinger's wave 

equation, Wave function and its significance, 

Radial probability curves General introduction , tetravalenay of carbon, 

shapers of organic compounds, structural 

representation of Organic compounds, 

classification of Organic compounds

##### DAY-05 FRI
Orthocenter, circum-center , in-center 

,concepts and related problems  

Location of roots of Q.E under given 

conditions

 Equations of motion, graphs, Equations of 

motion for variable acceleration

KINETIC THEORY OF GASES(6x1=6) Gas 

laws, ideal gas equations,postulates of 

kinetic theory of gases

Quantum numbers, shape of orbitals, aufbau 

principle Pauli’s exclusion principle, Hunds rule  , 

Nomenclature of organic compounds

##### DAY-06 SAT Problems related to locus
Location of roots of Q.E under given 

conditions

Motion under gravity, body projected vertically 

up from a tower

Gas laws, ideal gas equations,postulates 

of kinetic theory of gases

Electronic configurations , atomic number z upto 

30 (Anamalous electronic configuration 

included), Problems (numerical)

Nomenclature of organic compounds

##### SUN
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Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-01)
Syllabus Coverd From 09-07-18 to 12-07-18

SUNDAY

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-01)
Syllabus Coverd From 09-07-18 to 12-07-18
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TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-7 MON

Pair of Straight lines:- (2 x 2 =4) Pair of 

lines passing through origin, concepts and 

related problems  

Solution of inequalities , wavy curve 

method ,related problems

RELATIVE MOTION(4 x 2 = 8):- Relative motin in 

one dimension, relative velocity

Pressure of an ideal gas, kinetic 

interpretation of temperature, laws of 

equipartition of energy

Miscellaneous problems and previous iit questions 

on atomic structure

Electronic effects--reactions & reagents.stability , 

factors influencing 

##### DAY-8 TUE
Pair of lines not passing through origin, 

concepts and related problems  

Solution of inequalities , wavy curve 

method ,related problems

Rain umbrella concept, motion of a boat in the 

river

Pressure of an ideal gas, kinetic 

interpretation of temperature, laws of 

equipartition of energy

Stoichiometry (10x2=20):- some basic concepts, 

Law of chemical combinations, GayLussac’s law 

of gaseous volumes, Dalton’s atomic theory, 

Avogadros law Electronic effects--reactions & reagents.stability , 

factors influencing 

##### DAY-9 WED

Circles:- (7x 2 = 14) equations of circle in 

different  forms , concentric circles , 

related problems, Parametric equations 

of circles, eqs. of circles touching both the 

coordinate axes , x and y intercepts of 

circles , Image of circle w.r.t given 

line,related problems  

Properties of continuous functions Rate of approach, Rate of separation Problems discussion  on KTG

Atomic and molecular mass-mole concept and 

concept of equivalent weight, related Problems 

Fundamental concepts in Organic reactions 

mechanisms  

##### DAY-10 THU

Position of point , power of point , 

shortest and farthest distances , length 

and equations of tangent ,concepts 

related to tangents, positions of line w.r.t 

circle, point of contact, slope form of 

tangent equation of normal ,related 

problems 

Graphs and nature of cubic equations 

,related problems
Problems on complete relative motion Problems discussion  on KTG

Percentage composition of compounds and 

calculation’s of empirical and molecular formulae 

of compounds problems
Fundamental concepts in Organic reactions 

mechanisms  

##### DAY-11 FRI

Angle between tangents director  circle, 

length of chord intercepted by line, 

equations of tangent and normal in 

parametric form ,related problems.

Determinants :-(8x1=8) 

Definitions and properties of 

determinants, 

PROJECTILE MOTION(4x2=8):- Oblique projectile

CALORIMETERY(4x1=4) Specific heat, 

change of state, melting point, boiling 

point, sublimation point, triple point, 

latent heat, regulations

Stoichiometry and stoichiometic calculations, 

Methods of expressing concentration  of 

solutions –morality normality, molality, and mole 

fraction –related problems  Isomerism –structural isomerism 

##### DAY-12 SAT

Chord of contact area of triangle formed 

by chord of contact and pair of tangents , 

pole , polar, conjugate points and lines, 

inverse points related properties and 

related problems.   

Singular and non singular matrices, 

product,derivative and integration of 

determinants , characteristic equation 

Path of projectile as seen from another 

projectile, horizontal projectile

Specific heat, change of state, melting 

point, boiling point, sublimation point, 

triple point, latent heat, regulations

Stoichiometry and stoichiometic calculations, 

Methods of expressing concentration  of 

solutions –morality normality, molality, and mole 

fraction –related problems  Isomerism –structural isomerism 

##### SUN

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE MAINS (WTM-02)

Present Week 13-07-18 to 19-07-18 (80%)

Previous Week 09-07-18 to 12-07-18 (20%)

SUNDAY

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-02)

Present Week 13-07-18 to 19-07-18 (80%)

Previous Week 09-07-18 to 12-07-18 (20%)



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-13 MON

Equation and length of chord , with mid 

point , length of minimum chord, relative 

positions of circles ,related problems

Sum of product of two term of series

Body projected at an angle from the top of the 

tower, motion of a projectited body on an 

inclined plane

Law of mixtures

Redox reactions (Oxidation & Reduction) , 

Oxidant, Reductant, examples on redox 

reacton’s 
Stereo isomerism –geometrical isomerism 

,Optical isomerism & Conformational isomerism

##### DAY-14 TUE Miscellaneous Problems
Summation of series 1)difference method 

,2) Vn-Vn-1 method
Condition for collision between particles Law of mixtures

Oxidation number concept, different examples

Stereo isomerism –geometrical isomerism 

,Optical isomerism & Conformational isomerism

##### DAY-15 WED

System of circles :- (1 x 2 = 2)  angle 

between circles, orthogonality,radical 

axis, its properties, radical centre, its 

properties , length of the common chord, 

related concepts and problems  

Problems related to determinants 

CIRCULAR MOTION(2 x 2=4): -Radius vector, 

angular displacement, angular velocity, angular 

acceleration, relation between linear and angular 

variables, Centripetal acceleration, tangential 

acceleration, uniform circular motion, non 

uniform circular motion

HEAT TRANSFER(8x1=8):- Conduction

Types of Redox reactions balancing of redox 

reactions , oxidation numbers method , Ion-

electron  method  H-Bonding--its effects , applications, , Acidic and 

basic nature of organic compounds (alcohols, 

carboxylic acids,  amines…others)

##### DAY-16 THU

Parabola :- (5 x 2 = 10) Definition of 

conic, focus, vertex , etc.., equation of 

parabola in standard form, nature of the  

curve ,various equations of parabola and 

geometrical  interpretation of equation of 

parabola, related problems

Problems related to determinants 
Relative angular velocity, Problems related to 

circular motion 
Conduction

Redox reactions in titrimetry-related problems 

H-Bonding--its effects , applications, , Acidic and 

basic nature of organic compounds (alcohols, 

carboxylic acids,  amines…others)

##### DAY-17 FRI

chord, focal chord, focal distance, double 

ordinate , latusrectum , length and 

extremities of L.R, position of point w.r.t 

parabola , parametric equations and 

properties of focal chord , related 

problems

Problems related to determinants
NLM(6 x 2=12):-Newton's 1st law, 2nd law and 

3rd law, concervation of momemtum
Application of conduction

Miscellaneous problems and previous iit 

questions on stoichiometry

Alkanes (4x1=4) :- Nomenclature , isomerism, 

preparations 

##### DAY-18 SAT

Equation of tangent , point contact slope 

form and all properties of tangents, 

common tangents , related problems, 

Equation of normal , slope and 

parametric forms, normal chord and all 

related properties of normal, related 

problems 

Problems related to determinants
Equilibrium of a particle, common forces in 

mechanics, connecting bodies
Application of conduction

CHEMICAL BONDING & MOLECULAR 

STRUCTURE (8 x 2 =16):- Kossel –Lewis 

approach to chemical bonding, Ionic bond, 

lattice enthalpy, covalent bond , Lewi’s  

structures   
Nomenclature , isomerism, preparations 

##### SUN SUNDAY

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-03)

Present Week 20-07-18 to 26-07-18 (60%)

Previous Week 13-07-18 to 19-07-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 12-07-18 (20%)

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-03)

Present Week 20-07-18 to 26-07-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 19-07-18 (20%)

3 3&SONH



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-19 MON

Length and midpoint  of chord , reflection 

properties of parabola and related 

problems

Consistency , inconsistency of 

homogeneous and non-homogeneous 

system of equations and solving the 

system of equations using determinant 

method ,related problems 

Constrains
Convection, Radiation: Black body 

radiation, Wien's displacement law

 Kossel –Lewis approach to chemical bonding, 

Ionic bond, lattice enthalpy, covalent bond , 

Lewi’s  structures   

 physical & chemical properties of alkanes 

##### DAY-20 TUE Miscellaneous problems Related problems Constrains
Convection, Radiation: Black body 

radiation, Wien's displacement law

Formal charge, bond length, bond angle , bond 

enthalpy, bond order, resonance, polarity of 

bonds, Fajan’s rule

 physical & chemical properties of alkanes 

##### DAY-21 WED

Ellipse:- (4 x 2 = 8) standard form, nature 

of curve , various eqs.of ellipse, chord, 

focal chord , focal distance , properties of 

focal chord , related problems

Matrices:-(8x1=8) 

Definition ,order and  types of 

matrices,trace of matrix, algebra of 

matrices

Inertial and uniformly accelerated frames
Stefan's law, stefan-Boltzmann law, 

Newton's law of cooling, Applications

The valence shell electron pair repulsion (VSEPR) 

theory (linear, angular,square planar pyramidal 

etc …  

Alkenes(8x1=8):- Nomenclature, isomerism 

##### DAY-22 THU
Latus rectum , length and end points of 

L.R. problems related to eccentricity . 

Transpose of matrix and its properties, 

Symmetric and skew symmetric matrices 

,their properties  

Inertial and uniformly accelerated frames
Stefan's law, stefan-Boltzmann law, 

Newton's law of cooling, Applications

Valence bond theory, Orbital overlap concept, 

types of overlapping and nature of covalent 

bonds, factors favouring the formation of 

covalent bond  , Hybridization –types (SP,SP2 

,SP3 ,SP3d,SP3d2) different examples co-

ordinate covalent bond-properties 

Nomenclature, isomerism 

##### DAY-23 FRI

Auxiliary circle,parametric  

equations,equations and properties of 

tangents , normals , related problems  , 

Diameter , properties of diameter, 

conjugate diameter, and miscellaneous 

problems  

Problems related to above concepts 

,special type of matrices-idempotent

FRICTION (3 x 2=6):- Static and dynamic friction, 

angle of friction

THERMODYNAMICS(8x1=8) Thermal 

equilibrium, zeroth law of 

thermodynamics, law of 

thermodynamics, Heat, internal energy 

and work

Molecular orbital theory , formation of M.O; 

LCAO,conditions, types of M.O

Alkenes :- preparations

##### DAY-24 SAT Miscellaneous Problems
Nilpotent, orthogonal , Hermitian , skew 

Hermitian  etc…  and related problems 

Motion of body on rough inclined plane, pulling 

and pushing

Thermal equilibrium, zeroth law of 

thermodynamics, law of 

thermodynamics, Heat, internal energy 

and work

Energy level-diagram for MO; electronic 

configuration and molecular behaviour, bonding 

in some homo nuclear and di-atomic 

molecules(H2,He2,B2 )   Alkenes :- preparations

##### SUN

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-04)

Present Week 27-07-18 to 02-08-18 (60%)

Previous Week 20-07-18 to 26-07-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 19-07-18 (20%)

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-04)

Present Week 27-07-18 to 02-08-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 26-07-18 (20%)

SUNDAY



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-25 MON

Hyperbola:-(5 x 2 = 10)  standard form, 

nature of curve, conjugate hyperbola, 

focal distance and its properties 

eccentricity and latus rectum    

Minor and co-factor of an element , det, 

adjoint of matrix and its properties
Problems Related to friction 

Application of first law of 

thermodynamics, relation between Cp & 

Cv

Carbon molecule (C2); nitrogen molecule (N2) 

Oxygen molecule (O2) Hydrogen bonding - types   

physical and chemical properties of alkenes 

(including elimanation reactions)

##### DAY-26 TUE

Auxiliary circle, parametric  

equations,equations and properties of 

tangents , normals , related problems , 

Rectangular hyperbola , properties of 

rectangular hyperbola xy=c2 and related 

problems 

Definition and properties of  inverse of a 

matrix,  and related problems

WORK,ENERGY,POWER (4 x 2=8):- Work, Kinetic 

energy, work done by a variable force

Application of first law of 

thermodynamics, relation between Cp & 

Cv

STATES OF MATTER (8 x 2 =16):- 

Intermolecular forces, thermal energy ;inter 

molecular forces Vs thermal interactions 
physical and chemical properties of alkenes 

(including elimanation reactions)

##### DAY-27 WED
Definition and  properties of asymptotes 

and miscellaneous problems

Rank of matrix, properties , echelon form 

of matrix and solution of system of 

homogenous , non-homogenous linear 

equation of two and three varables

Work-energy theorem, concept of potential 

energy

Different thermodynamics processes, 

carnot engine and efficiency calculation

Gas laws; Ideal gas equation   

physical and chemical properties of alkenes 

(including elimanation reactions)

##### DAY-28 THU Miscellaneous Problems on Conics

Rank of matrix, properties , echelon form 

of matrix and solution of system of 

homogenous , non-homogenous linear 

equation of two and three varables

Potential energy of a spring, conservation of 

mechanical energy, Power

Different thermodynamics processes, 

carnot engine and efficiency calculation
Graham’s law, Dalton’s law, Related problem’s

physical and chemical properties of alkenes 

(including elimanation reactions)

##### DAY-29 FRI Miscellaneous Problems on Conics

Trigonometry upto transformations 

(10x1=10) 

Definitions formulae , properties of 

trigonometric functions,related problems

Potential energy of a spring, conservation of 

mechanical energy, Power

Refrigerators and performance 

calculation, Second law of 

thermodynamics, reversible and 

irreversible processes, 

Kinetic molecular theory of gases; Kinetic gas 

equation Deduction of gas laws , types of 

molecular velocities, (RMS, average and most 

probable velocities) KE of molecules, related 

problems 

Alkynes (6x1=6): Nomenclature , isomerism

##### DAY-30 SAT

Functions:- (8 x 2 = 16) definition , 

domain ,range,image,pre-image,types of 

functions (including number of functions) 

and related problems  

Definitions formulae , properties of 

trigonometric functions,related problems

CIRCULAR MOTION(3 x 2=6):-  Centripeta`l force 

and banking of roads

Refrigerators and performance 

calculation, Second law of 

thermodynamics, reversible and 

irreversible processes, 

Behaviour of real gases –deviation from ideal gas 

behaviour liquefaction of gases
Nomenclature , isomerism

##### SUN

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-05)

Present Week 03-08-18 to 09-08-18 (80%))

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 02-08-18 (20%)

SUNDAY

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-05)

Present Week 03-08-18 to 09-08-18 (60%)

Previous Week 27-07-18 to 02-08-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 26-07-18 (20%)

3 3&SONH



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-31 MON

Inverse functions ,composite functions 

their properties ,algebra of real valued 

functions and related problems 

Periodicity, graphs Vertical circular motion
RAY OPTICS(8x1=8):- Reflection of light, 

Reflection from plane surfaces

Liquid state-properties of liquids, in term’s of 

inter molecular interactions ,vapour pressure, 

viscosity  surface tension ,  

Methods of preparations of alkynes 

##### DAY-32 TUE

Even and odd , polynomial, algebraic, 

exponential ,logarithmic functions, 

greatest integer function its properties, 

least integer function ,fractional part 

function ,modulus and signum functions 

with properties   

Extreme values of trigonometric 

functions,related problems
Problems discussion on vertical circular motion

Reflection of light, Reflection from plane 

surfaces

Liquid state-properties of liquids, in term’s of 

inter molecular interactions ,vapour pressure, 

viscosity  surface tension ,  

Methods of preparations of alkynes 

##### WED

##### DAY-33 THU Problems related to above concepts  

Formulae, properties and problems 

related to compound angles of 

trigonometric functions

CENTRE OF MASS & COLLISIONS(5 x 2 = 10):- 

Centre of mass

Reflection from curved surfaces, the 

mirror equation, lateral magnification, 

longitudinal magnification, areal 

magnification

Miscelleneous & Previous IIT Problems

Physical and chemical properties of alkynes

##### DAY-34 FRI
Domain of real valued functions and 

related problems

Formulae, properties and problems 

related to compound angles of 

trigonometric functions

Motion of centre of mass, concervation of linear 

momentum

Reflection from curved surfaces, the 

mirror equation, lateral magnification, 

longitudinal magnification, areal 

magnification

SOLID STATE (5x2=10):- Classification of solids, 

unit cell and lattices , calculations involving unit 

cell parameteres, Packing of solids, density 

calculations, braggs law and its application

Physical and chemical properties of alkynes

##### DAY-35 SAT
Range of real value functions and related 

problems

Formulae, properties and problems 

related to multiple

Impulse, elastic and inelastic collisions, 

coefficient of restitution

Motion of object in front of mirror along 

the principal axis and transverse to the 

principal axis

Structures of simple ionic solids: NaCl, CsCl, ZnS, 

CaF2, Na2O

Benzene & EAS (8x1=8):-  

Nomenclature and isomerism of aromatic H.C

##### SUN

##### DAY-36 MON
Functional equations and related 

problems , graphical transformations 

Formulae, properties and problems 

related Sub-multiple angle of 

trigonometric functions

Collisions in two dimensions

Motion of object in front of mirror along 

the principal axis and transverse to the 

principal axis

Imperfections in solids Nomenclature and isomerism of aromatic H.C

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-06)

Present Week 10-08-18 to 16-08-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 09-08-18 (20%)

SUNDAY

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-06)

Present Week 10-08-18 to 16-08-18 (60%)

Previous Week 03-08-18 to 09-08-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 02-08-18 (20%)

INDEPENDENCE DAY



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-37 TUE Miscellaneous Problems
Formulae and problems related to 

transformations
Collisions in two dimensions

U-V and 1/U - 1/V graphs, combination of 

mirrors
Electrical and magnetic properties Preparations of Benzene

##### WED

##### DAY-38 THU

Limits:- (4 x 2= 8) 

Limit of function,LHL,RHL, existence of  

limit ,limit of function as x tends to ,  ±∞ 

fundamental theorem on limits 

,indeterminate forms , standard limits , L’ 

Hospital  rule, related problems

Formulae and problems related to 

transformations

RIGID BODY MECHANICS(10 x 2 = 20):- 

Kinematics of rigid body

U-V and 1/U - 1/V graphs, combination of 

mirrors

Miscelleneous & Previous IIT Problems

Preparations of Benzene

##### DAY-39 FRI Problems related to above concepts 

Trigonometric equations and inequations:-

(6x1=6) Definition Principle and general 

values of trigonometric equations and 

related problems 

Moment of inertia, parallel and perpendicular 

axes theorems

REFRATION OF LIGHT(18x1=18):- 

Refraction of light at plane surfaces, laws 

of refraction, refractive index, absolute 

refractive index, optical path, Principle of 

reversibility of light, Apparent depth 

normal shift due to glass slab, relation 

between velocities of object and image.

THERMODYNAMICS (8x2=16):- 

Thermodynamics term’s, applications-work-

enthalpy, extensive , intensive properties heat 

capacity  

Properties of Benzene 

##### DAY-40 SAT
Expansions useful in limits , sandwich 

theorem and related problems 

Definition Principle and general values of 

trigonometric equations and related 

problems 

Moment of inertia of uniform bodies with simple 

geometrical shapes

Refraction of light at plane surfaces, laws 

of refraction, refractive index, absolute 

refractive index, optical path, Principle of 

reversibility of light, Apparent depth 

normal shift due to glass slab, relation 

between velocities of object and image.

Measurement of ‘U’ and ‘H’, calorimetry 

,Enthalpy change,    H of reactions – related 

problems        

Properties of Benzene 

##### SUN

##### DAY-41 MON Miscellaneous problems
Problems related to trigonometric 

equations 

Angular momentum, Torque,Conservation of 

angular momentum

Lateral shift due to glass slab, concept of 

refraction in a medium of variable R.I

Enthalpies of different types of reactions 

spontaneity –related problems 

Electrophilic substitutions reaction & addition 

reactions , uses of Benzene , carcinogenecity and 

toxicity   

##### DAY-42 TUE

Continuity and differentiability :- (5 x 2 = 

10) continuity at a point , discontinuity , 

types of discontinuities ,intermediate 

value theorem 

Problems related to trigonometric 

equations 

Dynamics of rigid bodies with fixed axis of 

rotation, equilibrium of rigid bodies

Lateral shift due to glass slab, concept of 

refraction in a medium of variable R.I

Entropy and spontaneity , first , second and third 

– law of thermodynamics  

Electrophilic substitutions reaction & addition 

reactions , uses of Benzene , carcinogenecity and 

toxicity   

BAKRID

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-07)

Present Week 17-08-18 to 23-08-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 16-08-18 (20%)

RAKSHA BANDHAN

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-07)

Present Week 17-08-18 to 23-08-18 (60%)

Previous Week 10-08-18 to 16-08-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 09-08-18 (20%)

3 3&SONH



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-43 WED

Continuity in an internal ,continuity of 

special function and problems based on 

above concepts  

Problems related to trigonometric in-

equations

Dynamics of rigid bodies with fixed axis of 

rotation, equilibrium of rigid bodies

Critical angle, total internal reflection, 

looming, field of vision of fish, TIR in 

prisms

Gibb’s energy change and equilibrium –related 

problems

Haloalkanes & Haloarenes (8x1=8): 

classification,  nature of c-x bond, methods of 

preparations 

##### DAY-44 THU

Differentiability at point, differentiability 

of  a function over an interval 

,differentiability of functional equations , 

vertical tangent    

Problems related to trigonometric in-

equations
Combined motion of rigid body

Critical angle, total internal reflection, 

looming, field of vision of fish, TIR in 

prisms

Problems related to thermodynamics  Problems 

on Hess’s law & Enthalpies Problems on Hess’s 

law & Enthalpies 

Classification,  nature of c-x bond, methods of 

preparations 

##### DAY-45 FRI Problems based on above concepts 
Inverse trigonometric functions :- (8x1=8)

Definitions , domain and ranges of ITF, 

properties , formulae  related  to ITF

Combined motion of rigid body

Refraction of spherical surfaces, lateral 

magnification longitudinal magnification 

at curved surface

Problems on 1st law, 2nd law,3rd law of 

thermodynamics , Gibb’s energy 

Properties , polyhalogen compounds, uses  

(including nucleophilic substitutions reactions)

##### DAY-46 SAT
Miscellaneous problems based on 

continuity and differentiability

Graphs of ITF, graphs of periodic functions 

sin-1(sinx),cos-1(cosx) ---etc..
Rolling motion of rigid body

Refraction of spherical surfaces, lateral 

magnification longitudinal magnification 

at curved surface

Miscelleneous & Previous IIT Problems

Properties , polyhalogen compounds, uses  

(including nucleophilic substitutions reactions)

##### SUN

##### MON

##### DAY-47 TUE

Differentiation :- (2 x 2 = 4) problems 

related to standard formulae , uv, u/v , 

derivative of composite function and 

trigonometric substitutions   

Some important formulae Rolling motion of rigid body

Concept of slab when one surface is 

silvered refraction of lenses. Lens 

formula, lateral and longitudinal 

magnification

CHEMICAL KINETICS (5x2=10) :- 

Rate of chemical reaction factors influencing rate 

of a reaction 

Halo arenes :- classification, nature of c-xbond, 

methods of preparation 

##### DAY-48 WED

Logarithmic differentiation , 

differentiation of parametric equations , 

implicit function etc.. and second order 

derivatives  

Transformation of inverse functions by 

elementary substitutions and their graphs 

PROPERTIES OF MATTER(5 x 2 = 10):- Stress and 

strain, Hooke's law, Young's modulus

Concept of slab when one surface is 

silvered refraction of lenses. Lens 

formula, lateral and longitudinal 

magnification

Integrated rate equations, pseudo first order 

reactions ,related problems 

Halo arenes :- classification, nature of c-xbond, 

methods of preparation 

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-08)

Present Week 24-08-18 to 30-08-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 23-08-18 (20%)

SUNDAY

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-08)

Present Week 24-08-18 to 30-08-18 (60%)

Previous Week 17-08-18 to 23-08-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 16-08-18 (20%)

SREE KRISHNA JANMASTAMI



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-49 THU
Rate measure:- (1x2=2) concept , 

formulae and related problems 
Problems related to above concepts Shear modulus, bulk modulus, Poisson's ratio

Lens Maker's formula, U-V, 1/U - 1/V 

graphs, lens displacement method, 

lenses with different media on either 

side; lens immersed in a liquid

Integrated rate equations, pseudo first order 

reactions ,related problems 
Properties of haloarenes, uses 

##### DAY-50 FRI

Tangents and normals :- (2 x 2 =4) 

Equations of tangents and normals , 

related problems

Problems related to above concepts Elastic potential energy

Lens Maker's formula, U-V, 1/U - 1/V 

graphs, lens displacement method, 

lenses with different media on either 

side; lens immersed in a liquid

Temperature dependence of the rate of a 

reaction , collision theory of reaction rates, 

problems  

Properties of haloarenes, uses 

##### DAY-51 SAT

Length of tangent, sub-tangent, normal, 

sub-normal and angle between the 

curves and related problems

Miscellaneous Problems Surface tension, surface energy, Angle of contact
Lens with one silvered surface cutting of 

a lens power of lens, combination of lens

Miscelleneous & Previous IIT Problems

Alcohols & Phenols ,Ethers -(10x1=10) :-  

classification, Nomenclature, preparations  of  

alcohols

##### SUN

##### DAY-52 MON

Mean value theorem and properties of 

continuous function:- (3 x 2 =6)

Rolle’s theorem , geometrical 

interpretation of  Rolle’s theorem , 

another form of Rolle’s theorem

Miscellaneous Problems
Drops and Bubbles, capillary rise, detergents and 

surface tension

Lens with one silvered surface cutting of 

a lens power of lens, combination of lens

NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY (2 x 2 =4) :- radioactivity, 

isotopes, isobars, properties of x -rays kinetics of 

radioactive decay and decay series    

Classification, Nomenclature, preparations  of  

alcohols

##### DAY-53 TUE

Lagrange’s theorem ,geometrical 

interpretation of  , Lagrange’s  theorem , 

another form of , Lagrange’s  theorem, 

Cauchy’s M.V.T another form of Cauchy’s 

M.V.T

Properties and solutions of triangles :- 

(10x1=10) sine rule, cosine rule, tangent 

rule or Napier’s Anology

FLUID STATICS (5 x 2 = 10):- Pressure, Pascal's 

law, Hydraulic mechanics

Refraction through prism, dispersion by a 

prism

Carbon dating , stability of nuclei with respect to 

proton-neutron ratio , brief discussion on fission 

and fusion reactions 

Properties of alcohols , uses

##### DAY-54 WED Problems related to above concepts
Projection rule,mellowed rule , half angle 

formulae , area of triangle etc..  

Variation of pressure with depth. Atmospheric 

pressure and gauge pressure

Refraction through prism, dispersion by a 

prism

CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM (4x2=8):- equilibrium 

in physical process, equilibrium in chemical 

process, dynamic equilibrium , Laws of chemical 

equilibrium , law of mass action and equilibrium 

constant , homogeneous equilibraia , kc in 

gaseous systems , relation between kp and kc

Properties of alcohols , uses

##### THU

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-09)

Present Week 31-08-18 to 06-09-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 30-08-18 (20%)

SUNDAY

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-09)

Present Week 31-08-18 to 06-09-18 (60%)

Previous Week 24-08-18 to 30-08-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 23-08-18 (20%)

GANESH CHATHURTHI



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-55 FRI

Monotonocity and extreme values :-( 6 x 

2 =12) 

Definition of monotonocity , increasing 

and decreasing of a function at a point , 

increasing and decreasing of a function 

on an interval , test for monotonocity, 

properties of monotonic functions , 

critical point , stationary point related 

Formulae ,  properties and some standard 

results related to inradius and ex-radii 

,Length of median , length of internal 

bisector

Monometer, Barometer, force of Buoyancy

OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS: Defects of 

vision, simple microscope, compound 

microscope, telescopes

Heterogeneous equilibaia , applications of kc 

–related problems 

Classification , nomenclature , preparation of 

phenols 

##### DAY-56 SAT

Absolute maxima (minima) or Global 

maxima (minima) or greatest and least 

values of function , methods of finding 

global maxima (minima) local or relative 

maxima(minima), properties of local 

maxima (minima)and turning points

Distance of orthocenter from sides and 

vertices of triangles,pedal triangle and its 

properties.

Law of flotation, Hydrostatics force, torque and 

its applications

Defects of vision, simple microscope, 

compound microscope, telescopes

Relation ship between equilibrium constant (k) 

reaction quotient ‘Q’ and Gibbs energy (G)  

problems      Le-chatelier’s principle , factors 

affecting equilibrium , synthetis of NH3 & SO3

Classification , nomenclature , preparation of 

phenols 

##### SUN

##### DAY-57 MON

1
st

,2
nd

,n
th derivative tests  for finding 

local maxima(minima),maximum and 

minimum of discontinuous and non 

differentiable functions , point of 

inflection , concave and convex function , 

related properties  

 Excetral triangles, its properties ,Distance 

between in-centre and circum centre, 

orthocenter and circum centre , incenter 

and orthocenter 

Problems discussion on Fluid Statics

WAVE OPTICS(8 x 1 = 8):- Wave front, 

Huygen's principle, Doppler effect in 

light, super position of coherent waves

Miscelleneous & Previous IIT Problems

Properties of phenols, uses

##### DAY-58 TUE

Some standard results useful to find 

maxima and minima and related 

problems 

Ex-centers and orthocenter , nine point 

circle , its properties ,  related problems

FLUID DYNAMICS(5 x 2 = 10):- Streamline flow, 

turbulent flow, laminar flow
YDSE

IONIC EQUILIBRIUM (8x2=16) :-

Ionic equilibrium in  solutions of acids , bases, 

salts, Arrhenius theory , Bronsted- Lowry theory , 

Leawi’s theory of acids and bases 

Properties of phenols, uses

##### DAY-59 WED

Nature of roots of cubic polynomials and 

related problems, Miscellaneous 

problems 

concept of regular polygon related 

problems
Equation of continuity, Bernoulli's principle YDSE

Ionization of acids and bases , ionization  

constant of water and it’s ionic product   , The 

PH scale, ionization constant of weak acids, 

ionization constant of weak bases , relation 

between the ionization of acids and bases-

related problems 

Classification , Nomenclature, preparation, 

properties of ethers

##### DAY-60 THU

Indefinite integration :- (7 x 2 =14) 

integration as an inverse process of 

differentiation , standard forms , method 

of substitution , integration of 

trigonometric ,algebraic functions and 

functions of special form  

Problems related to above concepts Speed of efflux, Venturi meter, dynamic lift
Fringe width, constructive intereference, 

Destructive intereference

Di and poly  basic acids , factors affecting acid 

strength, common ion effect in the ionization of 

acids and bases – related problems 

Classification , Nomenclature, preparation, 

properties of ethers

##### FRI

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-10)

Present Week 07-09-18 to 12-09-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 06-09-18 (20%)

SUNDAY

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-10)

Present Week 07-09-18 to 12-09-18 (60%)

Previous Week 31-08-18 to 06-09-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 30-08-18 (20%)

MOHARRAM



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-61 SAT

Integration by parts :- integration of 

exponential form , logarithmic form , 

inverse trigonometric form and other 

models  

Miscellaneous problems Viscosity, Stoke's law, Reynolds number
Missing wavelength in front of one slit in 

YDSE, Lateral displacement of fringes

Di and poly  basic acids , factors affecting acid 

strength, common ion effect in the ionization of 

acids and bases – related problems 

Carbonyl compounds (16x1=16) :- 

Nomenclature of and structure of carbonyl group 

##### SUN

##### DAY-62 MON

Methods of integration :-Problems on 

integration of rational and irrational 

functions 

Miscellaneous problems Problems discussion on Fluid Dynamics
Formation of colours in thin films, YDSE 

with white light
Hydrolysis of salts and the PH of their solutions – 

related problems
Nomenclature of and structure of carbonyl group 

##### DAY-63 TUE

Methods of integration :-Problems on 

integration of rational and irrational 

functions

Mathematical Induction (2x1=2)

OSCILLATIONS(5 x 2 = 10):- Periodic and 

oscillatory motions, comparasion of simple 

harmonic motion and uniform circular motion, 

Velocity and acceleration in SHM, concept of 

phase

DIFFRACTION: Diffraction due to single 

slit, the validity of ray optics, resolving 

power

Buffer solutions , designing buffer solution , 

preparation  of an acidic buffer, basic buffer , 

related problems, Indicators

Preparation of aldehydes & ketones 

##### DAY-64 WED
Reduction formulae and integration of 

special functions 
Mathematical Induction Force law for SHM, Energy in SHM Polarization

Solubility product constant  –common ion effect 

on solubility of ionic salts , Solubility equilibria of 

sparingly soluble salts related problems  

Preparation of aldehydes & ketones 

##### DAY-65 THU Miscellaneous Problems

Extra Syllabus

Mathematical Reasoning(2x1=2)

Problems on Some systems executing SHM

MODERN PHYSICS(20x1=20):- Laws of 

photoelectric effect, intensity, Einstein's 

photo electric equation

Solubility product constant  –common ion effect 

on solubility of ionic salts , Solubility equilibria of 

sparingly soluble salts related problems  

Preparation of aldehydes & ketones 

##### DAY-66 FRI Miscellaneous Problems Mathematical Reasoning Physical pendulum, Forced oscillations 
 Laws of photoelectric effect, intensity, 

Einstein's photo electric equation

Electrochemistry (8×2=16): Intruduction, 

faraday's laws of electrolysis 
Preparation of aldehydes & ketones 

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-11)

Present Week 14-09-18 to 20-09-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 13-09-18 (20%)

SUNDAY

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-11)

Present Week 14-09-18 to 20-09-18 (60%)

Previous Week 07-09-18 to 12-09-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 06-09-18 (20%)



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-67 SAT

Definite integrals:- (5 x 2 = 10) 

geometrical interpretation , definite 

integration as limit of summation and 

related problems

Statistics(4 x 1 = 4) Damped oscillations and resonance

de Broglie wavelength of mater waves, 

characterestics and continuous x-rays, 

Moseley's law

Conductance and Conductors
Physical & chemical properties of aldehydes & 

ketones

##### SUN

##### DAY-68 MON
General properties of definite integrals 

problems based of general properties 
Statistics

WAVES(7 x 2 = 14) :- 

TRANSVERSE WAVES: Equation of travelling 

wave, differential wave equation and its 

applications

de Broglie wavelength of mater waves, 

characterestics and continuous x-rays, 

Moseley's law

Galvanic Cells, Nernst Equation,  Cell EMF, SHE
Physical & chemical properties of aldehydes & 

ketones

##### TUE

##### DAY-69 WED
Leibnitz rule, approximations of definite 

integrals ,related problems
Statistics

Energy, Power, Intensity, speed of travelling 

wave, speed of transverse wave in a string

ATOMIC PHYSICS: Rutherford's a-particle 

scattering distance of closest approach
Electrolytic cell - Electrolysis

Physical & chemical properties of aldehydes & 

ketones

##### DAY-70 THU

Definite integration of periodic functions, 

related properties , definite integration of 

step and modulus functions ,related 

problems , Reductions formulae ,walli’s 

formulae and related problems 

Statistics

Super position of waves: Reflection and 

transmission of waves, Transverse stationary 

waves, Sonometer

Rutherford's a-particle scattering 

distance of closest approach
Electrolytic cell - Electrolysis

Physical & chemical properties of aldehydes & 

ketones

##### DAY-71 FRI Miscellaneous Problems Sets & Relations (3 x 1 = 3)

LONGITUDINAL WAVES: Pressure wave, 

differential wave equation, wave speed, Energy 

power intensity

Bohr's model of Hydrogen like atoms, 

atomic spectrum
Corrosion Named reactions

##### DAY-72 SAT

Areas :- (4 x 2 =8)

Fundamental theorem of integral 

calculus, Definite integral as an area of 

functions 

Sets & Relations Super position of longitudinal wave, Beats
Bohr's model of Hydrogen like atoms, 

atomic spectrum
Primary Cells, Secondry Cells, Fuel Cells Named reactions

##### SUN SUNDAY

SUNDAY

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-12)

Present Week 22-09-18 to 27-09-18 (60%)

Previous Week 14-09-18 to 20-09-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 13-09-18 (20%)

MATHMA GANDHI JAYANTHI

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-13)

Present Week 28-09-18 to 04-10-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 27-09-18 (20%)

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-12)

Present Week 22-09-18 to 27-09-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 21-09-18 (20%)



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-73 MON Curve tracing and asymptotes Sets & Relations Reflection of sound, organ pipes

NUCLEAR PHYSICS: Size of the nucleus, 

density of nucleus, mass defect, binding 

energy, packing fraction, variation of B.E 

per nucleon with mass number

Miscelleneous & Previous IIT Problems

Named reactions

##### DAY-74 TUE Problems on area under the curves Height's & Distance (2 x 1 = 2) Doppler effect, acoustics

Size of the nucleus, density of nucleus, 

mass defect, binding energy, packing 

fraction, variation of B.E per nucleon with 

mass number

Solutions & colligative properties (5 x 2 = 10):- 

Solubility of Solids , solubility of gas in liquid  , 

Vapour pressure of solutions of solids in liquids , 

ideal solutions,  non-ideal solutions 

Named reactions

##### DAY-75 WED Problems on area under the curves Height's & Distance
GRAVITATION(4 x 2 = 8):- Kepler's laws, 

universal law of gravitation

Natural radio activity, radioactive decay 

law, activity, half life, meanlife

Solubility of Solids , solubility of gas in liquid  , 

Vapour pressure of solutions of solids in liquids , 

ideal solutions,  non-ideal solutions 

Named reactions

##### DAY-76 THU

Deferential equations :- (4 x 2 =8) 

Definition , order , degree of D.E and 

formation of D.E , related problems

Sequences & Series (7 x 1 = 7)

Gravitational constant, acceleration due to 

gravity of the earth, effect of 'g' with height, 

depth and lattitude

Natural radio activity, radioactive decay 

law, activity, half life, meanlife

Colligative properties and determination of 

molar mass RLVP, elevation of B.P , depression in 

freezing point  Osmosis and Osmotic pressure , 

Abnormal molar mass related problems 

Named reactions

##### DAY-77 FRI

Solutions of D.E:- i)variable separable 

ii)homogeneous equations iii) exact D.E, 

related problems

Sequences & Series
Gravitational potential energy, escape velocity, 

orbital velocity

Q.value of energy of a reaction, 

successive disintegration, secular 

equilibrium, transient equilibrium

Colligative properties and determination of 

molar mass RLVP, elevation of B.P , depression in 

freezing point  Osmosis and Osmotic pressure , 

Abnormal molar mass related problems 

Carboxylic acids –Derivatives (8x1=8) :- 

Nomenclature structure of carboxylic  group, 

Methods of preparation of carboxylic 

compounds 

##### DAY-78 SAT
iv) non homogeneous v)linear D.E and 

Bernoulli’s equations,related problems  
Sequences & Series

Earth satilites, energy of an orbits satellite, 

Geostationary satellites

Q.value of energy of a reaction, 

successive disintegration, secular 

equilibrium, transient equilibrium

Colligative properties and determination of 

molar mass RLVP, elevation of B.P , depression in 

freezing point  Osmosis and Osmotic pressure , 

Abnormal molar mass related problems 

Nomenclature structure of carboxylic  group, 

Methods of preparation of carboxylic 

compounds 

##### SUN

##### MON

##### TUE

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-14)

Present Week 05-10-18 to 11-10-18 (60%)

Previous Week 28-09-18 to 04-10-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 27-09-18 (20%)

DUSHARA HOLIDAYS

DUSHARA HOLIDAYS

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-13)

Present Week 28-09-18 to 04-10-18 (60%)

Previous Week 22-09-18 to 27-09-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 21-09-18 (20%)

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-14)

Present Week 05-10-18 to 11-10-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 04-10-18 (20%)

SUNDAY



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### WED

##### THU

##### FRI

##### SAT

##### SUN

##### DAY-79 MON
Problems related to Physical and 

geometrical applications
Sequences & Series

ELECTRO STATISTICS(15 x 2 = 30):- Charge and 

its properties Coulomb's law

Nuclear fission, nuclear reactor, power of 

reactor, nuclear fusion
Surface Chemistry (4×2=8): Adsorption 

Physical and chemical properties of carboxylic 

acids 

##### DAY-80 TUE

Addition of vectors:-(2 x 2 =4) 

Definitions, properties of vectors ,unit 

vector , position vector , triangle and 

parallelogram laws of vectors 

,components of space vector, angle 

between vector , D.C’s and D.R’s ,linear 

combination of vector ,collinear and 

coplanar vectors, linearly dependent and 

Sequences & Series Application of Coulomb's law
Nuclear fission, nuclear reactor, power of 

reactor, nuclear fusion
Colloids

Physical and chemical properties of carboxylic 

acids 

##### DAY-81 WED
Problems related to above concepts and 

miscellaneous problems 
Sequences & Series

Electric field, field intensity, null point, Motion of 

a charged particle in a uniform electric field, field 

due to circular arc, charged rod, charged rim and 

charged disc

Simultaneous disintegration of parent 

nuclei, radioactive equilibrium, photo 

nuclear reaction, scattering reaction

Colloids
Physical and chemical properties of carboxylic 

acids 

##### DAY-82 THU

Dot product :- (2 x 2 =4) 

Definition, properties , geometrical 

interpretation of dot product, projection 

and length of projection , angle between 

vector etc.. 

Sequences & Series

Electric dipole, dipole moment, field due a 

dipole, torque on dipole, work done in rotating a 

dipole

Simultaneous disintegration of parent 

nuclei, radioactive equilibrium, photo 

nuclear reaction, scattering reaction

Catalysis
Physical and chemical properties of carboxylic 

acids 

##### DAY-83 FRI
Problems related to above concepts and 

miscellaneous problems

Distributed dipole, force between dipoles, 

quadrapole
Fission & Fusion

Hydrogen & its compounds (3x2=6):- position of 

‘H’ in periodic table dihydrogen-occurance and 

isotopes , prep of dihydrogen properties of 

dihydrogen , hydrides  

Derivatives of carboxylic acids & uses 

##### DAY-84 SAT

Cross product :-(2 x 2 =4) 

Definition ,properties, geometrical 

interpretation , unit vector perpendicular 

to plain of two vector , vector and scalar 

area of triangle and parallelogram etc…

Field due charged spherical conductor electric 

potential
Fission & Fusion

Water:-physical properties , structure of water, 

chemical properties of water, hard and soft 

water, temporary & permanent hardness  of 

water , H2O2 preparation 

Derivatives of carboxylic acids & uses 

##### SUN

DUSHARA HOLIDAYS

DUSHARA HOLIDAYS

SUNDAY

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-15)

Present Week 12-10-18 to 25-10-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 11-10-18 (20%)

SUNDAY

DUSHARA HOLIDAYS

DUSHARA HOLIDAYS



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-85 MON
Problems related to above concepts and 

miscellaneous problems
Potential due to a dipole, equilibrium surfaces

ELECTRONICS(10 x 1 = 10):- Classification 

of solids, energy band theory in solids, 

intrinsic semi conductors, extrinic semi 

conductors, energy gap, Electrical 

conductivity of semi conductors

H2O2-physical , chemical properties , storage, 

uses , heavy water, hydrogen  as a fuel-problems 

Amines ( compounds of ‘N’) (8x1=8):-Structure 

of amines nomenclature , preparation of amines  

##### DAY-86 TUE

Triple product:- (2 x 2 =4) scalar and 

vector product of three and four vectors, 

properties, geometrical applications, 

coplanar and non coplanar vectors , 

reciprocal system of vectors etc..  

Potential due to linear charge distribution, 

charged spherical shell, solid shpere and charged 

disc

P-n junction diode, forward bias, reverse 

bias

Alkali metals (IA GROUP) ( 2 x 2 =4):- 

Introduction , E.C, atomic and ionic radii , 

ionization enthalpy ,hydration enthalpy, 

chemical  properties uses

Structure of amines nomenclature , preparation 

of amines  

##### DAY-87 WED
Problems related to above concepts and 

miscellaneous problems
Potential energy of system of charges

Half full wave rectifier, role of capacitor 

in filtering

General characteristics of the compounds of  

alkali metallic  oxides , halides , salts of oxyacids, 

Anomalous properties of lithium , some 

important compounds of sodium, sodium 

carbonate ,Nacl,NaOH,NaHCO3 , biological 

importance of Na and K    

Physical & chemical properties of amines 

##### DAY-88 THU

Geometry of vectors:- (2 x 2 =4) 

equations of lines , planes and their 

properties , shortest distance between 

skew lines etc..

Electric flux, Gauss's law, Application of Gauss's 

law
Zener diode and related problems

Alkaline earth metals (IIA GROUP) ( 2 x 2 =4):- 

Ec, ionization enthalpy , hydration enthalpy, 

physical & chemical properties 

Physical & chemical properties of amines 

##### DAY-89 FRI
Problems related to above concepts and 

miscellaneous problems
Conductors and dielectrics

Transistors, transistor configurations, 

characterstics of transistor

General characteristics of compounds of the 

alkaline earth metals oxides, hydroxides, halides, 

salts of Oxyacids (carbonates, sulphates & 

nitrates)  , Anomalous behavior of Be diagonal 

relationship with Al, some imp.comps of calcium, 

biological importance of calcium and Mg

Preparation of properties of aromatic amines 

and uses 

##### DAY-90 SAT

3D Geometry:- (5 x 2 =10) 

3D co-ordinates definitions and formulae 

, D.C’S &D.R’S properties and related 

problems  

CAPACITORS: Capacitance, parallel plate 

capacitor, energy stored in capacitors, Grouping 

of capacitors, parallel plate capacitor with 

dielectrics

Transistor as an amplifier, Transistor as a 

switch

Boron family (13th group) ( 3 x 2 =6) :- 

introduction, E.C , Atomic radii , ionization 

enthalpy , electro negativity, physical and 

chemical properties   

Preparation of properties of aromatic amines 

and uses 

##### SUN

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-15)

Present Week 12-10-18 to 25-10-18 (60%)

Previous Week 05-10-18 to 11-10-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 04-10-18 (20%)

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-16)

Present Week 26-10-18 to 01-11-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 25-10-18 (20%)

SUNDAY

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-16)

Present Week 26-10-18 to 01-11-18 (60%)

Previous Week 12-10-18 to 25-10-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 11-10-18 (20%)



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-91 MON
Plane:- definitions, properties, formulae 

and related problems 

Grouping of capacitors, parallel plate capacitor 

with dielectrics
Problems on Transistor

Important trends and anomalous properties of 

Boron, some important compounds of Boron-

Borax 

Diazonium salts , Cyanides & isocyanides 

##### TUE

##### DAY-92 WED Miscellaneous problems on plane
Spherical condenser, cylindrical capacitor force 

between the plate of capacitor
Logic gates

Orthoboric acid , diborane, uses of Born, 

Aluminum and their compounds
Diazonium salts , Cyanides & isocyanides 

##### DAY-93 THU
Line :- definitions, properties, formulae 

and related problems

Redistribution of charge, common potential and 

loss of energy, Vanpe Graff generator
Communication system

Carbon family (14th group) ( 3 x 2 =6):- E.C , 

atomic radii, ionization enthalpy, EN, physical & 

chemical properties, important trends and 

anomalous properties of carbon

Bimolecules - Carbohydrates – (6 x 1 =6) :- 

Classification ,preparation , properties of 

carbohydrates   

##### DAY-94 FRI Miscellaneous problems on line

CURRENT ELECTRICITY(5 x 2 = 10):- Strength of 

electric currect, Drift velocity, current density, 

mobility ohm's law, Factors effecting the 

resistance of a conductors, variation of resistivity 

with temperature

Communication system Allotropes of carbon , uses of carbon 
Classification ,preparation , properties of 

carbohydrates   

##### DAY-95 SAT

Complex numbers :-(7 x 2 =14) 

Integral power of  ‘i’ , complex numbers 

as ordered pair of real numbers , 

properties , conjugate of a complex 

number properties, square root of 

complex number, related problems 

Resistor colour code, resistances in series and 

parallel,

JOULE'S LAW: Energy, power, bulbs connected in 

series and parallel

UNITS & MEASUREMENTS(6x1=6):- 

Physical world, The international system 

of units, Accuracy, precision of 

instruments

Some important compounds of carbon and 

Silicon-CO,CO2,Silica, silicones , silicates, zeolites    
Structure of glucose , fructose & poly saccharides 

##### SUN

##### DAY-96 MON

Modules of complex numbers 

,inequalities , properties of modulus , 

argument of complex number principle of 

value of argument properties of 

argument and related problems 

CELLS: emf, internal resistance, terminal voltage, 

grouping of cells

Physical world, The international system 

of units, Accuracy, precision of 

instruments

Metallurgy ( 4 x 2= 8):- 

Occurrence of metals , conc. of ores, extraction 

of crude metal from concentrated ore 

Structure of glucose , fructose & poly saccharides 

DIWALI

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-17)

Present Week 02-11-18 to 08-11-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 01-10-18 (20%)

SUNDAY

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-17)

Present Week 02-11-18 to 08-11-18 (60%)

Previous Week 26-10-18 to 01-11-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 25-10-18 (20%)



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-97 TUE

Mod-Amplitude form or polar form of 

complex numbers ,Euler’s form of 

complex numbers, logarithm of complex 

numbers and related problems 

KIRCHHOFF'S LAWS: Wheatstone bridge, meter 

bridge, Application of Kirchhoff's laws, 

Potentiometer and its applications, Ammeter, 

voltmeter

Errors in measurement,Significant figures

Thermodynamic principles of metallurgy , electro 

chemical principles of metallurgy, oxidation 

–reduction  

Aminoacids , proteins, Enzymes, Nucleic acids, 

Hormones 

##### DAY-98 WED
Geometrical results of complex numbers 

and related problems 
RC circuit, charging and discharging of capacitors Errors in measurement,Significant figures

Refining , uses of Al, Cu, Zn and iron, carbon 

reduction method (Iron &Tin) 

Aminoacids , proteins, Enzymes, Nucleic acids, 

Hormones 

##### DAY-99 THU

Locus of complex numbers , different 

forms of lines , length of perpendicular , 

foot and image , complex slope , parallel 

and perpendicular conditions ,different 

equations of circle , ellipse,  hyperbola 

CLASSICAL MAGNETISAM (2 x 2 = 4):- Bar 

Magnet, Magnetic Moment,magnetic field 

intensity,field due to a bar magnet,couple acting 

on bar magnet,work done in rotation,P.E

dimensions of physical quantities, 

dimensional formulae, Dimensional 

analysis and its applications, screwgauge, 

vernier calipers

Self reduction method (Cu&Pb) electrolytic 

reduction method (Mg&Al) dyaude process 

(Ag&Gold)

Polymers (4 x 1 =4):- classification , preparation, 

properties and uses of polymer’s 

##### DAY-100 FRI

Problems related to above concept , 

coni’s method and problems related to 

coni’s method 

Dia,Para,ferro magnetic materials,Hystersis 

Loop,Earth Magnetism

dimensions of physical quantities, 

dimensional formulae, Dimensional 

analysis and its applications, screwgauge, 

vernier calipers

15th group ( 3 x 2 =6) :- 

Introduction , E.C, Atomic radii , IP, EA, EN, 

dinitrogen , ammonia 

Classification , preparation, properties and uses 

of polymer’s 

##### DAY-101 SAT

Demoiver’s  theorem :- nth roots of a 

complex numbers , cube roots of unity 

properties , nth roots of unity properties , 

related problems

ELECTRO MAGNETISM(4 x 2 = 8):-   Biot-Savart 

law and its applications
Experimental Physics (5x1=5) Oxides of nitrogen, Oxyacids of ‘N’ properties and uses of polymers 

##### SUN

##### DAY-102 MON

Binomial theorem:- (4 x 2 =8) Binomial 

theorem for positive integral index , 

number of terms, general term ,middle 

term , constant term , multinomial , and 

related problems 

Ampere's law and its applications, Force acting 

on a charged particle moving in a uniform 

magnetic field, Deviation of charged particle in 

uniform magnetic field, cyclotron

Experimental Physics
Phosphorous – Allotropes, phosphine, 

Phosphorous halides , Oxyacids of ‘p’ 
properties and uses of polymers 

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-18)

Present Week 09-11-18 to 15-11-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 08-10-18 (20%)

SUNDAY

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-18)

Present Week 09-11-18 to 15-11-18 (60%)

Previous Week 02-11-18 to 08-11-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 01-10-18 (20%)



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-103 TUE

 Rational and irrational terms , coefficient 

of x k  , NGT, greatest binomial coefficient, 

greatest coefficient and related problems  Force acting on current carrying conductor, force 

between current carrying parallel wires, null 

point

Experimental Physics
16th group ( 3 x 2 = 6):- Introduction ,periodic 

properties 
Chemistry in everyday life (3x1=3)

##### WED

##### DAY-104 THU
Properties of binomial coefficients and 

related problems 

Torque acting on a current loop in uniform 

magnetic field. MCG, Ammeter, Voltmeter, 

magnetic dipole

Experimental Physics Oxygen, Oxides, Ozone – prep, properties Chemistry in everyday life (3x1=3)

##### DAY-105 FRI

Problems based on divisibility , last digits , 

integral and fractional part, sum of 

products of two terms , Binomial theorem 

for rational index and related problems

E.M.I & A.C (7 x 2 = 14):- magnetic flux(f), 

Faraday's law, Lenz's law, expressions for indced 

EMF, induced current, induced charge

Experimental Physics
Sulphur – allotropes , oxides, oxyacids , Sulphuric 

acid, hypo-prep, properties and uses
Chemistry in everyday life (3x1=3)

##### DAY-106 SAT

Permutations:- ( 4 x 2 = 8) 

Fundamental principle of counting 

(addition and multiplication) linear 

permutations ,properties of nPr 

Motional EMF, energy consideration
17th group ( 2 x 2 = 4) :- Introduction , periodicity 

, Chlorine, Hcl

PRACTICAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY-(POC) ( 6 x 1 

=6) :- 

Detection & estimations 

##### SUN

##### DAY-107 MON
 problems related to permutations with 

and without repetition 

Self induction, mutual induction, energy stored 

in an inductor, inductors in series and parallel

Oxyacids of halogens , inter halogens , Bleaching 

powder- prep, properties , uses
Detection & estimations 

##### DAY-108 TUE

Permutations of similar things rank and 

divisibility palindromes and circular 

permutations and related problems  

AC generator, induced electric fields, D.C, L-R 

circuits

d-block ( Transition elements ) &  Co-ordination 

compounds :(9x2=18):-

Introduction, General properties of 3d transition 

series 

Detection and estimations

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-19)

Present Week 16-11-18 to 22-11-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 15-11-18 (20%)

SUNDAY

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-19)

Present Week 16-11-18 to 22-11-18 (60%)

Previous Week 09-11-18 to 15-11-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 08-11-18 (20%)

MILADUN -NABAI



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-109 WED

Formulae and problems related to 

numbers of functions ,       

De-arrangement formula and related 

problems  

D.C, L-R, C-R, L-C-R circuits, Introduction & werners theory 

Detection and estimations

##### DAY-110 THU

Combinations :- ( 5 x 2 = 10)

Definition numbers of combinations of ‘n’ 

dissimilar things, properties of nCr  

dividing elements into groups  and 

related problems      

D.C, L-R, C-R, L-C-R circuits, 
Ligands, types, co-ordination number , Denticity 

chelation.

Sysmatic identification of functional groups in 

various organic compounds--- ( Alcoholic, 

Phenolic, Aldehyde, Ketone, Carboxyl, Amino & 

Nitro Functional groups Detection & 

identification 

##### DAY-111 FRI

Geometrical applications , numbers of 

lines , points of intersections , triangles , 

square, rectangles , diagonals and related 

problems  

A.C: Peak and rms current, reactive impedence 

of different circuits,Series and parallel L-C-R 

circuits and resonance L-C oscillations, Q-Factor, 

power transformer

Nomenclature of complexes (IUPAC) 

Sysmatic identification of functional groups in 

various organic compounds--- ( Alcoholic, 

Phenolic, Aldehyde, Ketone, Carboxyl, Amino & 

Nitro Functional groups Detection & 

identification 

##### DAY-112 SAT

Selecting one or more elements from 

similar (dissimilar ) elements , numbers 

divisors , sum of divisors, etc…, exponent 

of prime number ‘p’ in n!  and related 

problems 

Isomerism-structural & Optical isomerism Environmental Chemistry (2x1=2)

##### SUN

##### DAY-113 MON

Distribution  (arrangement) of similar 

(dissimilar)elements in groups (all types), 

number of integral solutions and related 

problems    

Isomerism-structural & Optical isomerism Environmental Chemistry (2x1=2)

##### DAY-114 TUE Miscellaneous problems -ON P & C
VBT of complexes , structures & magnetic 

properties of complexes 

Experimental chemistry (7x1=7) :-Qualitative 

Analysis Identification of acid radicals (Anions)  

SUNDAY

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-20)

Present Week 23-11-18 to 29-11-18 (60%)

Previous Week 16-11-18 to 22-11-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 15-11-18 (20%)

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-20)

Present Week 23-11-18 to 29-11-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 22-11-18 (20%)



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-115 WED

Probability :- ( 6 x 2 = 12) 

Introduction , definitions , classical  

definition  of probability

CFT, metal carbonyls, stability , Importance of 

complexes

Qualitative Analysis Identification of acid radicals 

(Anions)  

##### DAY-116 THU

Range of probability of an event , 

complement of an event , related concept 

, related problems 

Miscelleneous & Previous IIT Problems

Qualitative Analysis Identification of acid radicals 

(Anions)  

##### DAY-117 FRI

Limitations of classical definition of 

probability , axiomatic approach of 

probability, addition theorem related 

properties and problems  

f-BLOCK:-(2x2=4)

Introduction , position ,lanthanides  and 

Actinides 

Qualitative Analysis Identification of acid radicals 

(Anions)  

##### DAY-118 SAT

Independent and dependent events, 

conditional probability , multiplication 

theorem , law of total probability and 

related problems 

Introduction , position ,lanthanides  and 

Actinides 
Identification of basic radicals (cations)

##### SUN

##### DAY-119 MON

Baye’s theorem related problems and 

geometry of probability, miscellaneous 

problems 

18th group (2x2=4):- Occurrence, periodicity uses 

of 18th group , Structures of  fluorides, Oxides of 

xe 

Identification of basic radicals (cations)

##### DAY-120 TUE

Random variable, Binomial and Possion’s 

distributions formulae and related 

problems 

Occurrence, periodicity uses of 18th group , 

Structures of  fluorides, Oxides of xe 
Identification of basic radicals (cations)

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-21)

Present Week 30-11-18 to 06-12-18 (60%)

Previous Week 23-11-18 to 29-11-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 22-11-18 (20%)

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-21)

Present Week 30-11-18 to 06-12-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 29-11-18 (20%)

SUNDAY



TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs) TRACK-1 (2Hrs) TRACK-2 (1Hrs)
TRACK-1(Physical & Inorganic) 

(2Hrs)
TRACK-2(Organic) (1Hrs)

2018-19_LT.IIT-CO SPARK_(Teaching & Test)_SCHEDULE

MATHEMATICS PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
DayDayDate

##### DAY-121 WED

Compounds of Heavy metals (3x2=6) :- 

Preparation & properties & uses of  k2Cr2O7 and 

KMnO4  

Oxides and chlorides of Tin,Lead,Fe+2,Cu+2,Zn+2 , 

Ag2O, AgNO3,Ag2S2O3

REVISION

##### DAY-122 THU

Preparation & properties & uses of  k2Cr2O7 and 

KMnO4  

Oxides and chlorides of Tin,Lead,Fe+2,Cu+2,Zn+2 , 

Ag2O, AgNO3,Ag2S2O3

REVISION

##### DAY-123 FRI

Preparation & properties & uses of  k2Cr2O7 and 

KMnO4  

Oxides and chlorides of Tin,Lead,Fe+2,Cu+2,Zn+2 , 

Ag2O, AgNO3,Ag2S2O3

REVISION

##### DAY-124 SAT

##### SUN

REVISION

Saturday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Main (WTM-22)

Present Week 07-12-18 to 13-12-18 (80%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 06-12-18 (20%)

SUNDAY

Monday Exam Syllabus

For JEE-Advance (WTA-22)

Present Week 07-12-18 to 13-12-18 (60%)

Previous Week 30-11-18 to 06-12-18 (20%)

Cummulative 09-07-18 to 29-11-18 (20%)


